
NEGATIVE ENTITY REMOVAL 

PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

Angelite Stone Energy 

By Argandini Titisari. It is a wonderful stone to promote a sense of calm, serenity and 
inner peace. The soft light blue color reminds us that we need to teach each other to 
be peaceful, with peace comes understanding. Most effective on the Throat Chakra, 
Angelite helps in self-expression, communication and allows us to speak our mind, 
helping us to become more assertive. It stabilizes the emotional body. Dispels fears, 
anger, and allows one to forgive. Angelite is an aid in connecting with the higher self 
and spirit guides. It is also excellent for balancing the physical & etheric energies, 
increase telepathy ability and helps to gain astral ability, for creating a psychic shield 
of protection & for promoting peace. It is an inner key to the realms of Light. 

Angelite Stone Energy is an energy healing system that using Angelite energy to 
unblock energy pathways. Main benefit of this Angelite Stone energy are: 

* Promotes compassion and understanding; 

* Helps in self-expression and communication (most effective on the throat chakra) 

* Stabilize emotional body 

* Enhances astrological understanding 

* Increases telepathy & astral ability 

* Balancing the physical & etheric energy 

* Very useful for weight control 

 



Cat Eye Vortex 

Cat Eye Vortex Energetic is a system that stimulate intuition and to enhance 
concentration and awareness. It helps you increase your awareness and sensitivity to 
the energy around you. Cat Eye Vortex Energetic will provide an alarm for you to 
banish the energy that are not desired by the aura and also automatically provides 
effective protection, protect from astral attacks, and protect you from the evil eye. With 
away from negative energy, you will be assisted to improve luck and opportunities that 
come to you. 

Cat Eye Vortex Energetic brings happiness, peace and emotional stability for you, 
change negative thoughts into a positive. That way Cat Eye Vortex Energetic will also 
enhance creativity and kindness and optimism, generosity and confidence. Cat Eye 
Vortex Energetic provide clear thinking and insightful. You helped to have a feeling of 
unity and more direct in all thoughts. 

Chi Lin Dragon Horse Reiki 

Chi Lin, The Dragon Horse, is a Classical Feng Shui Symbol of Protection 

This Chi Lin radiates the energy of strength, great ambitions, vibrant health, and 
protection. 

The variety of body colors signify the auspiciousness and invincibility of the Chi Lin, 
thus further strengthening its feng shui powers. 

Even though fierce and strong, Chi Lins are considered to be very loyal and 
compassionate towards their owners. 

Feng Shui Chi Lin brings great protection and is a popular feng shui cure 

Chi Lin is a mythical Chinese creature with the head of a Dragon, the body of a Horse, 
and the scales of a Carp fish. 

Also called the Dragon Horse, or the Chinese Unicorn, Chi Lin brings strong, protective 
feng shui energy with blessings of good health and prosperity. 

Chi Lin is very loyal to its owner and will protect the house from evil spirits. 

The Chi Lin Dragon Horse Will Help You With: 

• Protection of Evil Spirits and Harmful People for you and Your House and 
Business 

• Vibrant Health 

• Prosperity 

• Abundance 

• Strength 

• Perseverance 

• Ambition 

• Fame 



• Increases Your Income 

• Career Luck 

• Longevity 

• Nourishes the Chi that enters the House 

• Dissolves Bad Chi 

Divine Mary Protection 

This attunement brings in the protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary. It is an excellent 
form of psychic protection against all kinds of evil. It also helps improve the connection 
with the divine. The energy can also be used to help bring the energy of Mary into your 
Reiki healing sessions. 

Ganesha Spiritual Energy 

Ganesha - the Divine Scheme of things. Hindu tradition states that Ganesha is a god 
of wisdom, success and good luck. He is also giver of different types of favors. The 
Hindu tradition calls Ganesha as the Vighneshvara. "Vighneshvara" in Sanskrit 
language means one who is the lord of obstacles or difficulties. Thus, the tradition 
states that by worshiping Ganesha, one can remove all obstacle and difficulties. 

Ganesha Spiritual Energy Flush was channeled primarily for maintaining health and 
wellbeing. It is intended to assist us in clearing stagnant energy, burnt karma, debris, 
attachments, cords and anything no longer needed. 

As a support it may be activated as often as desired. Ganesha provides spiritual 
energetic support to all requesting his help   

Good Shepherd Protection Shield 

The Good Shepherd Protection Shield Activation is given unto us as a gift by the 
gracious and loving Ascended Master Jesus to ensure we are under the protection 
and care of Ascended Master Jesus at all times. There is only a need to activate this 
shield once however if there are times when there is a need of His protection and care 
the energy can be reactivated. With the Good Shepherd energy shield in place your 
field of energy is fully protected against anything, anyone, any circumstance, that is 
less than love. Ascended Master Jesus’ energies will not allow any less than love 
energies to permeate your field of energy. 

 As you run the energy of the Good Shepherd Empowerment all energies that do not 
serve your Highest and Best Good will be cleared. As well your spiritual gifts, psychic 
gifts and spirituality will open to heightened levels and you will begin to tap into higher 
levels of Spirit, Higher energies and Cosmic and Divine influence. The subtle bodies 
will be further opened as well as shielded and protected from harm of any kind. You 
will feel the energy opening your chakras and probably notice an immediate and great 
change within your soul. You will get a feeling of positive energy and optimism, exude 
an aura of confidence and even have a glow about your face. This may be immediate 
for some and may take time to appear for others. 



 Your energy field will be protected from being absorbed by another. The Aura, 
Chakras, Bodies, will be cleared, cleansed and balanced on all levels.  The entire Auric 
Field will be shielded by the energy and protection of Ascended Master Jesus. 

This is a high energy vibration and effective protection. The energy of this 
empowerment will reconnect one to the Divine Source and calm any fears about being 
attacked and violated. Any feelings of helplessness will be removed. 

 The Good Shepherd Shield is used as protection from all forms of attack - whether 
spiritual, mental, emotional or physical. It is used to protect physically, mentally, 
emotionally, spiritually and etherically. 

Some specific issues the shield can be used for are as follows. 

• Toxic people, places and things 

• Gossip, rumors 

• Psychic Attack 

• Negativity of all kinds 

• Deceitful persons, situations, Wolves in sheep’s clothing 

• Hexes, Curses, Spells, Negative Energy Rays, Black Magic, Voodoo, Evil 
Intentions 

• Accidents 

• Evil of any kind 

• Malicious Negativity and attacks 

• Misdirected or unintentional negativity 

• Dark spirits and negative energies and entities 

• Negative thought forms 

• Physical Danger 

• Mental, Emotional, Spiritual Attacks 

• Energy Attacks 

• Negative Vibrations 

• Diseases, Viruses, Physical Conditions 

• Possessions 

• And More! 

Grand Light Protection 

From the founder, Ferry Handoko: Grand Light Protection guard against disease and 
sorcery. It helps to find inner peace and a great emotional balance. Make conscious 
what was unconscious. It strengthens your will in workings. Grand Light Protection 
encourages hope and joy and also heal restlessness. Is a shield or protector from any 



negative energy attack. Grand Light Protection help to control your energy in working. 
Physically it helps to heal your physical outer wounds. 

Grand Personal Boost 

Grand Personal Boost by Ferry Handoko is a positive energy that encourages your 
attitude, thoughts, and mind. It strengthens your mental and gives you full control over 
it. It strengthens vision of future and life purpose. It powers up your mental condition 
in a hopeless and or powerless situation. You can use it to minimize evil intention from 
your enemy. It helps to express the essence of Self to lift up your influence to others. 
It removes mental illusions and limitations. It raises your vitality and desires to push 
out any great innovation in you to reinforce your business or love life. 

Green Harmony Wave 

Green Harmony Wave, created by Hari Winarso, is a powerful energy with its high 
frequency energy. It brings protection for you from negative entities in around your 
body. It also brightens the aura and allows your mind to keep spirit and trust in your 
faith. It assists you to lift up your confidence and upgrade your speaking style. Green 
Harmony Wave has a wonderful love resonance. It promotes calmness and form 
positive personal developments. It enhances harmony and quality of your personal 
relationships. It also expands your own abilities and manages your self-carriage. 

Griffin Force 

The griffin, griffon, or gryphon is a legendary creature with the body of a lion and the 
head and wings of an eagle. As the lion was traditionally considered the king of the 
beasts and the eagle was the king of the birds, the griffin was thought to be an 
especially powerful and majestic creature. The griffin was also thought of as king of 
the creatures. Griffins are known for guarding treasure and priceless possessions. 
Adrienne Mayor, a classical folklorist, proposes that the griffin was an ancient 
misconception derived from the fossilized remains of the Protoceratops found in gold 
mines in the Altai mountains of Scythia, in present day south-eastern Kazakhstan, or 
in Mongolia. In antiquity it was a symbol of divine power and a guardian of the divine. 
Some have suggested that the word griffin is cognate with Cherub. 

While griffins are most common in the art and lore of Ancient Greece, there is evidence 
of representations of griffins in Ancient Persian and Ancient Egyptian art as far back 
as 3,300 BC. Most statues have bird-like talons, although in some older illustrations, 
griffins have a lion's forelimbs; they generally have a lion's hindquarters. Its eagle's 
head is conventionally given prominent ears; these are sometimes described as the 
lion's ears, but are often elongated (more like a horse's), and are sometimes feathered. 
The earliest depiction of griffins are the 15th century BC frescoes in the Throne Room 
of the Bronze Age Palace of Knossos, as restored by Sir Arthur Evans. It continued 
being a favored decorative theme in Archaic and Classical Greek art. In Central Asia 
the griffin appears about a thousand years after Bronze Age Crete, in the 5th–4th 
centuries BC, probably originating from the Achaemenid Persian Empire. The 
Achaemenids considered the griffin "a protector from evil, witchcraft and secret 
slander". The modern generalist calls it the lion-griffin, as for example, Robin Lane 
Fox, in Alexander the Great, 1973:31 and notes p. 506, who remarks a lion-griffin 



attacking a stag in a pebble mosaic Dartmouth College expedition at Pella, perhaps 
as an emblem of the kingdom of Macedon or a personal one of Alexander's successor 
Antipater. 

The Pisa Griffin is a large bronze sculpture which has been in Pisa in Italy since the 
Middle Ages, though it is of Islamic origin. It is the largest bronze medieval Islamic 
sculpture known, at over three feet tall (42.5 inches, or 1.08 m.), and was probably 
created in the 11th century in Al-Andaluz (Islamic Spain). From about 1100 it was 
placed on a column on the roof of Pisa Cathedral until replaced by a replica in 1832; 
the original is now in the Museo dell' Opera del Duomo (Cathedral Museum), Pisa. 

Infrequently, a griffin is portrayed without wings, or a wingless eagle-headed lion is 
identified as a griffin; in 15th-century and later heraldry such a beast may be called an 
alce or a keythong. In heraldry, a griffin always has forelegs like an eagle's hindlegs; 
the beast with forelimbs like a lion's forelegs was distinguished by perhaps only one 
English herald of later heraldry as the opinicus. (wikipedia) 

Griffin Force brings to you the balance of duality that is in us. Griffin Force brought the 
quality of nobility, gentleness and justice which will be reflected in our daily actions. In 
addition, Griffin Force offered wisdom, virtue, strength, alertness and safety. 

Griffin Force has the element of fire, providing protection for its users and as a tool 
purification of negative energy. 

Heal Star Energy 

Heal Star Energy protects you from dark entities. It exudes energy vibration to release 
any negative pattern and encourages the fearless in you. It’s a great device to assist 
the spiritual and mental growth to seek personal enlightenment. Heal Star Energy 
gives a strong influence to control and balance one’s mood and reduce depression.  It 
is also excellent for healing deep sadness.  Heal Star Energy cleanses and stimulates 
the Base Chakra, and strengthens one’s connection with the Mother Earth and 
empowers the energy to lift up healing ability. Physically, Heal Star Energy helps to 
deal with migraines, abdominal pain and reduce the effect of ulcers. 

Healing Touch of Jesus Activation Program 

Through this Activation System Ascended Master Teacher Jesus gives us the gift of 
His healing touch so that we too can be healed by his presence and receive 
wholeness. There are six activations within this system. 

The Activations 

Cleansing Touch Activation will clear our physical, spiritual and mental bodies. This 
will remove, clear and cleanse any disempowering beliefs, shock, trauma, negative 
forces, toxins, disease, negative energy, other-dimensional intrusions, entities, evil or 
possessing spirits and any other less than love energies within our bodies. 

Quieting Touch Activation brings us peace. The energy will cleanse and still our minds 
and hearts so that we can relax and also experience relief from any sleeping disorder 
or issue. Whatever concerns we have will leave us. Concentration and memory will 



improve. The energy will be like a calming balm that washes over us so that we know 
all is truly well. 

Illuminating Touch Activation will bring new light, love, awareness, faith, power, and 
connection to Ascended Master Jesus and the Divine. It will renew our spirits, bring 
light to what appears dark and uncertain, and illuminate the right paths for us. Our 
ability to discern what is right for ourselves and for others in our lives will be raised so 
that we are making decisions that empower us and enhance our lives and the lives of 
those whom we love. We will receive higher knowledge and enlightenment at an 
accelerated rate as a result of this activation. 

Reassuring Touch Activation will bring us the energy of Ascended Master Jesus’ 
reassuring love and touch. It will bring us calmness and peace no matter what storms 
are raging in our lives. 

We will know true peace, serenity, tranquillity and agape love. The energy will wrap us 
in a blanket of love from Master Jesus so that we experience reassurance in our 
hearts, minds and spirits that no matter what happens around us we are safe and 
secure with his love, light, protection and shield upon us. 

Liberating Touch Activation brings Ascended Master Jesus’ energy of miraculous 
healing as well as the confidence and knowledge that we are counted as precious in 
the eyes of the Divine. This will allow us to receive greater wisdom and to speak about 
and actin faith in the wisdom we receive from Above. Fear and doubt in our ability to 
receive Divine inspiration, intuitive thoughts and feelings will leave us. Fear about 
speaking our truth will leave us. Fear of rejection and the need for approval from others 
will leave us. We will be able to trust in, act on and speak truth. 

Healing Touch Activation is used to help us to activate and tap into the energy of 
Ascended Master Jesus ’healing power. The energy of this activation will touch every 
part of our lives, spiritually, emotionally, mentally, and physically. 

Through this activation our broken lives are made whole again. We will experience 
release from any physical suffering, inner healing, restoration of the spiritual bond 
between the Divine and us, so that we are made whole again on all levels. 

High Clear Yellow Illumination 

High Clear Yellow Illumination has strongest power protection against any negative 
influence. Its influence on solar plexus chakra. The other hand so strong and powerful, 
High Clear Yellow Illumination also soften feeling of envy, stress, anger and jealously. 
Its clean and neutralize negative energy at all levels, works to protect from negative 
information or programs on biofield of the person. 

High Cyclone Energizer 

This is a unique energy channeled by Ferry Handoko which fuels to strengthen the 
heart, liver, relax the body, relieve cramps, soothe pain, and benefits the nerves. It 
wards off anxiety, enhances speech articulation, and success in relationships and 
marriage. It drives away evil spirits. It empowers any detrimental changes in you and 
your life. It is perfect to clear one for medication/sending/receiving guidance. It 



stimulates natural crystals in the body tissues to resonate a new healing frequency 
and higher spiritual enhancement frequency. It is good for those with high definition 
vision and mission. It helps you to become a non-stoppable person, to chase your 
dreams and strengthen your inner principle. It strengthens the breath of life inside and 
brings a wonderful prosperity wealth growth and promotes high level of self-
development. 

Kenongo Protection 

Kenongo Protection Essence (Kenongo; in English; Ylang) promotes strong antidote 
to black magic, witchcraft and protect the house and its contents from evil intention. 
Kenongo Protection Essence helps to lower blood pressure and lower heart rate and 
make a person become more relaxed. Kenongo Protection Essence as a anti-
depressant, increase arousal and sedative. 

Lawu Essence 

Lawu Essence is a special energy essence, it has a unique energy pattern because it 
is only found at Mount Lawu in Indonesia. This Lawu Essence brings us a powerful 
energy of protection, it protects us from metaphysical attacks, evil eye, and transmutes 
negativities into positive energies. It helps to to strengthen all chakras. 

Mentally, the energy of Lawu Essence refreshes the mind, removes isolation and 
depression feelings. 

Light Ball High Resonance 

Light Ball High Resonance by Ferry Handoko provides inner energy induction to 
support your struggling process for your own goals. You will find yourself with high 
perseverance and tenacity. It is a great tool for empowering your emotions - anger, 
sadness, disappointment, resentment, as a high definition of fuel power for your 
strength. It gives you a feeling of freedom and encourages the hidden strength to open 
up. It also has a warning alarm for hidden danger. It protects you from the bad 
influence or advice that tries to sway you into poor decisions. It also shows out 
deception and weakness from others. It balances the conscious and unconscious and 
the emotional and the rational to get to a new level of awareness. Lift up your 
assertiveness and promotes snappy attitude at once and led away any obstacle in 
love or business matter. 

Lightning Orb Protection 

Lightning Orb Protection help to balancing the mood swings. It encourages the ability 
to solve conflicts in works and family by peaceful means. It guards the inner peace 
against excessive guilty and fearful feelings. Lightning Orb Protection also a protection 
from deception, as well as a protection against witchcraft. Alternatively, it will protect 
against poisonous creatures such as snakes, insects, etc. 

Lord Kartikeya Protection 

Founder: Gabriela Yasmin Szafman 



Son of Shiva and Parvati. Worshipped through various other names also such as 
Kurnaraswami, Shanmukha,Subrahmanya.. 

He resurrected the path of virtue by killing Tarakasura and Shurapadma who were 
harassing the world. 

In Bharat, Ganesha is a very popular deity. The young and the old alike worship him. 

Like Ganesha, the other beloved son of Parvati is Kartikeya. He is a hero who even 
as a very young boy, became the commander of the army of the angels and killed 
wicked Rakshasas (demons) like Taraka. 

LORD KARTIKEYA ENERGIES WILL EMPOWER YOU WITH: 

• Protection from Negative Energies, Witchcraft 

• Will clean and Purify your Aura and Chakras 

• Help you Achieve Spiritual Evolution 

Magic Ray Protection 

Magic Ray Protects you from enemy’s psychic attack, sorcery and pushes away the 
bad luck. It is a guard against a bad risk and bad business influence. It encourages 
one's mental ability to solve conflicts by peaceful means. Use it before you pray or 
meditate to balance mood swings, gain inner peace and strengthen the connections 
between you and God/Goddess to provide double blessings for your life and business. 
Physically, it helps aid kidney and stomach complaints. 

Magick Balance & Harmony 
 
The Magick Balance & Harmony system connects you to the universal spirit source –
Goddess & God energies for empowerment. It brings harmony and balance of 
energies. Very often you hear someone ask about a white witch, or a black witch, and 
there is much confusion about this. The energies of this system are pure, powerful, 
and empowering. It helps to clarify the different aspects of Magick so that your 
energies will be balanced and in harmony as well as pure toward your intent in any 
magickal working. The symbol will help you connect quickly so that you can stay 
empowered as you follow your magickal path. 

Marishiten Empowerment 

Bujin Marishiten is a goddess that was originally a deity of Indian/Chinese Buddhism, 
until she was brought over to Japan. 

There, she was adopted by the warrior class of Samurai as their patroness and 
protectress. 



She is known by many different names and for many different aspects, including but 
not limited to: Marici (Sanskrit), Marisha-Ten (another Japanese name), and 
Molichitian (Chinese). 

Marici was regarded as a deification of mirages and being thus invisible or difficult to 
see was invoked in order to escape the notice of one's enemies. 

Goddess Marishiten Will Help With: 

• Protection 

• To be Invisible in Front of Enemies 

• Remove evil and Negativity 

• Prosperity 

• Wealth 

• Achieve Success 

• To Be free from Danger from All Misfortune and Evil, Robbers, Natural Disaster, 
Poisonous Drugs, and Other Harm. 

• Cures Anal Diseases 

• Possession by spirits, 

• Relieves Difficult Deliveries 

• Helps in Resolving Differences. 

• If you Recite Marishi’s Mantra, All Your Wishes will Be Fulfilled and Granted. 

• Misfortune 

Men Shen Reiki 

The Men-Shen are gods of the right and left hand doorways. 

They were named after Yu Che and Chhin Shu-pao, two generals of the Emperor Tia-
tsung. 

This emperor unwisely promised to save a dragon from being beheaded after it had 
made a mistake when allocating the rainfall. 

He failed to keep his word and in revenge the ghost of the dragon made such a 
commotion at the doors of his palace that his two generals, Yu Che and Chhln Shu-
pao volunteered to guard each doorway.  

They are equipped with bows and arrows and magical symbols with which they avert 
evil spirits. 

According to legend, they also defended the 6th emperor against attacking demons 
while he was asleep.  

Men Shen Reiki Will Help You With: 

• Protection Negative Energies 

• Protection on Negative Entities 

• Wards Evil Forces & Hostile Influences 



• Protection against Black Magic 

Money Protection Reiki 

Money Protection Reiki helps protect you (or your client) from the negative effects of 
psychic attacks, negative thoughtforms, and spells that could be hurting your financial 
situation. This system is very important now that amateur witches are out selling 
powerful spells on the Internet that could end up inadvertently affecting your business. 

Archangel Zadkiel is called upon in Money Protection Reiki for his power to transmute 
and forgive. 

Namgyalma Mother Buddha 

Namgyalma has three faces and eight arms. 

She is one of three revered deities of longevity. 

Her middle face body and eight arms are white, symbolizing the elimination for all 
misfortunes. 

Her right face manifests her Compassion for all beings and her left face signifies her 
skill at cutting through ignorance through wrathful means. 

Reciting Namgyalmas mantra grants victory over illness and receiving blessings for a 
long & meaningful life benefiting others. 

This three faced Goddness with eight arms is incredibly powerful for granting 
extension of one’s life through recovery of illness and avoiding premature death 
through accidents and disasters. 

Namgyalma Mother Buddha Will Help You: 

• Elimination for All Misfortunes. 

• Compassion forAll Beings 

• Fast Recovery Over Illness 

• Blessings for a Long & Meaningful Life 

• Avoid Premature Death Accidents and Disasters 

• Banish and Defeat of Negative Entities and Energies 

• Grants Your Wishes 

• Increase Happiness and Wisdom 

• Shield from Evil Omens 

• Purification 

• Changing your Karma in this Life and Coming Life 

• Protection 

 

 



Nickel Body Protector 

Nickle Body Protector with Ethereal Taenite Empowerment from Mariah Windsong 
Ethereal Taenite and Nickel Body are an incredibly strong and yet easy to wear layers 
to enhance your energy bodies’ protection. 

The Hexoctahedron geometry is one of the key components to this unique energy 
system’s effective power for your protection against other people’s pictures of reality, 
ill intents, obsolete beliefs, psychic probing, thought installation, and control by means 
of influencing your will or desires. 

None of us wish to have our feelings, desires or actions influenced by others, without 
our conscious consent. Many of us have no idea how many of our urges, thoughts and 
even actions are a direct result of someone else. If someone has a strong will and 
want to control us, they don’t have to be consciously psychic to adversely influence 
us. Nickel Body Protector with Ethereal Taenite give us a layer of shielding to assist 
our sovereignty to make our own decisions, free of the unrealized influence of other 
people. 

Nickel is a catalyst and surface protectant; think of our body as the Holy Grail, and 
Nickel as covering us sleekly, as safely all over the surface of our energy bodies. 

Outside Influence Protection 

Outside Influence Protection Empowerment has been designed to help clear up all 
negative external energies that may be adversely impacting your life or the life of your 
friends and family members. It can also help to remove curses, hexes and malicious 
spells from friends, loved ones and colleagues that might be indirectly affecting you in 
a negative way. It can also be used to cut away any curse, hex or malicious words 
from others who might have a grudge against you or are jealous of your success. 

Personal Fortress Activation 

By Hari Winarso. Personal Fortress Activation is a powerful protection for your home, 
office, business place/room. It helps to remove all negative entities and fills your place 
with pleasure and happiness. Activate the Personal Fortress when you need more 
protection from your rivals as this will form a shield for you and will block all the bad 
things to come and you will have a great protection everywhere you are. You will feel 
safer and have no worry about your rival. So, you can enjoy your work every day. 

Powerful Evil Destruction 

Powerful Evil Destruction protects you from any destructive or evil energy attack. It 
leads you to learn how to use your natural shield protection. Powerful Evil Destruction 
build a very sensitivity terrain for your inner private space and neutralize any attacks 
either real or imagined, demonstrates boundaries and respecting the boundaries of 
others and lead you to learn to trust what you feel with others. 

 


